


WHO WE ARE

An unbuilt architecture 
visualizer
Here at Morph Studio, we are a tight-knit 
team based in Auckland. The city of sails, 
its lush landscapes, beaches, and native 
rainforests are an invaluable source of 
energy and creativity for us.

Archviz is our passion. We love constructing 
high-quality renders to visualise unbuilt 
projects. What we do is bring projects to 
life before a single brick is laid.

Through Archviz, we portray architectural 
designs in the form of still or 360-degree 
images and/or animations. We believe 
these are growth areas, and we have the 
experience and expertise to meet the 
demand.  



Our team
We have a talented team whose creativity has no bounds or limits and we apply this philosophy to 
each of our client’s projects.

We are artists and Archviz specialists who love architectures, design and pushing the bounds of 
creativity.  We welcome challenging unique projects that requires chartering unorthodox territory. 

Our team are nimble and experienced with a range of projects, from single dwellings to high rise 
buildings. 

Archviz, 3D visualising, and computer-generated imagery is rapidly evolving. We use the latest 
techniques and leading industry standards to ensure the visualisation of your project is true to life.



WHAT WE DO

Bring projects to life 
with archviz
Ideas and plans can seem abstract to clients 
and/or investors. Use our visualisation 
services including Exterior and Interior 
renders, CG Animation or Virtual tours to 
portray your upcoming project. 

At Morph Studio, we portray and bring 
unbuilt projects to life through Archviz or 
Architectural Visualisation. We analyze 
ideas and sketches that exist may only in 
plans or 2D and produce renders that show 
light, shadows, objects mass, environment, 
design, and structure.

Our work product is producing visualisation 
renders that show the finished project, its 
surrounding landscape, and interior design. 
This may assist with enabling your client and 
investors to visualise the project’s designs 
just as if it was built in real life, attracting 
buyers and / or. acquiring consent for a 
building project. 

We work on a range of projects, including 
residential apartment complexes, 
commercial developments, landscapes, and 
interior designs. 



Exterior renders
With Morph Studio’s exterior renders, developers, architects, and project managers can present their 
ideas to clients, stakeholders, or decision-makers.

Exterior rendering can bring any project to life, from any camera angle, in any light, environment and 
weather condition. No matter if it is a Victorian villa or skyscraper.

Interior renders
We can produce high-quality visualisation renders that portray every angle of a room, from the kitchen 
to the bedrooms. 

This allows for a better creative feedback process between interior designers and their clients, 
culminating in spaces that adhere to the client’s taste while propelling the creativity of an interior 
designer.   Our artists will showcase your design ideas with visual renders. 

CG animation
Animation ignites viewers’ imaginations. Our animation takes the audience on a tour around the 
project i.e., the property prior to it being built. It shows the surrounding environment, the curvature 
of the structures, and objects and tours the viewer through the building.

Our animation enables viewers to walk through inside a project and view interior layouts, and objects 
like furniture and lighting. Our animation is an effective tool for marketing and presentations.

Virtual tours
A high-end interactive CGI solution that can glue real estate buyers to the screen.

With its help, realtors, developers, and architects can treat their prospects and customers to self-
guided tours around the properties and designs promoted.

What’s more, viewers can see every detail of the future real estate unit and get immersed into its 
atmosphere. For 3D virtual tours can also be VR-compatible, include customization features and 
information about the interior design products used.





Project Name: The Church of the Good Shepherd | Client: Morph Studio | Architect: R.S.D. Harman | Location: Lake Takapō, New Zealand









Project Name: Okura Minor Dwelling  | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Auckland, New Zealand













Project Name: Beau  | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Cambridge, New Zealand









Project Name: Buena Vista  | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Auckland, New Zealand







Project Name: Europod | Client: Tiny Home City Limited | Location: Auckland, New Zealand









Project Name: Omaha Beach | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Omaha, New Zealand











Project Name: Ascot Lodge | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Auckland, New Zealand





Project Name: Dunstan Lake | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Dunstan Lake, New Zealand 





Project Name: Mangawhai Lodge | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Mangawhai, New Zealand 



Project Name: Castle Hill | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Castle Hill, New Zealand











Project Name: Waiwera Heights | Client: Waiwera Heights Country Club | Location: Waiwera, New Zealand





Project Name: The Impeccable | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Auckland, New Zealand 

















Project Name: Millennia | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Auckland, New Zealand

















Project Name: Escape BnB | Client: Future House NZ Limited | Location: Auckland, New Zealand 


